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This report reflects an interactive review session of the Bean project
among other community development activities, with 36 members of
Empowered Voices at Kyakatebe B, Nalutuntu in Mubende District,
Uganda, which has done by Julie Nakalanda Matovu, an external
agricultural advisor with the project participants on 8 th August, 2013.
It presents the findings of the self-assessment of each participant and
a community needs assessment which was done using Participatory
Rural Apprasial Techniques to provide some baseline information for
the proposed Bean project and suggestions of how it could be done.
It also presents other project options that emerge from the gaps
identified in the project and outlines recommendations on the way
forward (Photo 1 above shows the community profiling &needs assessment
exercise).
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This report presents the discussions, findings, recommendations on the way forward for the
proposed bean project and other community development initiatives for Empowered Voices
Community group in Kyatatebe, Mubende District in Uganda.
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3.0

Content detail of activities

Below are the details of the activities that were carried out during the field visit.
3.1

Self-introductions and introduction of the purpose of the meeting.

With about 8 members present, the meeting started with self-introductions by members present.
The Coordinator, Ms Peninah, welcomed members and thanked them for responding positively at
such a short notice despite the fact that it was Idd day and their had been a fatal accident were who
people, relatives to group members and community members of the area had died. She introduced
Julie as an Advisor, who had been sent by Lene and Kaley to work with them on their bean project.
In total 38 participants attended including the Consulting team. Also present among participants was
the area Chairperson Ssalongo Mbaziira, who was invited to participate in the discussions and
witness the proceedings. The participants mobilised for the day’s meeting were those to benefit
from the bean project.

Photos: 2, 3, 4 show part of the meeting sessions and the day’s activities
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3.2
A brief presentation on the background and profile of Empowered voices
Presented by the Coordinator, it was shared that Empowered Voices was started two years ago (in
early 2011) with an overall mission of development among the community members for better
livelihoods. It had a membership of 178 members, but has since lost two of its members. The group
is sub-divided into five (05) other smaller groups with a largely horizontal leadership structure in five
(05) villages namely; Kyakatebe B, Kiwumulo, Kyatatebe A, Namuganga and Kyakasengula. The top
leadership of the group consists of a Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer and a Publicity
Secretary/Mobiliser while the smaller groups each has a Chairperson. Each group is represented by
at least one member to the top leadership (see figure 1 below). They hold monthly meetings to
discuss group activities and their progress. It was pointed out that Publicity Secretary, who’s key role
is to mobilise members for group activities, is the area Counsellor at Local Council III. The
Empowered Voices have a number of on-going development projects such as The Crafts project, Bee
keeping, Pig Rearing and now the Bean project.
Figure 1: Organizational/leadership structure of Empowered voices
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3.3
The bean project
The idea of the bean project followed a six-month grant offer of about US$800 from Kaley and Lene,
which required a short-term project with visible impact among participants. Growing beans became
a popular project option among members, given the grant requirements and the capacity of the
would-be participants [beneficiaries]. It is envisaged that since beans are seasonal crops, and a
popular dish in Uganda, it thus has a readily available market and will make quick returns. The
project decision based solely on members’ understanding of subsistence farming without any
technical support from either local government services or any Non-Government Organisation. Most
participants in the bean project use hired land, which is a common practice in the area, done on a
seasonal basis. There is a growing use of herbicides and pesticides among community members,
which are promoted by self-styled agro-chemical retailers. These are business-oriented and do not
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necessarily have the required expertise to advise on specific use. Each individual uses a given
chemical, based on their own perception on effectiveness. There is total absence of knowledge on
the dangers of continued use of agro-chemicals to the specific eco-systems, human and animal
health and the environment at large. The main justification for use of pesticide was based on the
rampant pest attack on beans that is spreading rapidly in the area. They particularly mentioned
three common pests locally known as Muwempe, Munyeera and Kiwotokwa. These are American
bollworm, black ants and bacterial wilt or Late blight (fungal). They usually use synthetic fungicides
and pesticides like Dithene, Dudu Sipa, Ambush and Rocket. Basic agronomic practices such as crop
rotation and soil conservation practices are not common in the area. This aggregates the problem of
high pest infestation and loss of soil nutrients, thus the need for pesticide use and fertilizers. During
the discussions, members were advised to use natural pesticides such neembicide. It was established
that 40 participants have already been identified to benefit from the bean project, each with about
½ acre specifically meant for this project in addition on other crops they usually grow on the rest of
their smallholdings. It was also shared that the beans are already booked from a local store. These
are yields of a first crop with expected average yield of about 60% and more as a second crop. The
purpose of sourcing the seed locally was to acquire more seed to benefit more members, timely
access, and a cheaper cost compared to New seed from stores which are more expensive, far
(Kampala) and requires technical-know-how to source from reliable sources, since the market is
flooded fake seed. However, due to delays in payment of the seed, additional storage costs have
been incurred and this led to the unit cost of the beans to raise from UGSHS1600= to UGSHS1800.
The participants also shared the major risks that may threaten the project success. These are; late
planting due to possible delays in receiving seed, Weather uncertainties (too little or much rain),
which would affect the yields, lack of storage facilities, no established market linkages, which may
affect the profit. They also made a request to include tarpaulins to help in harvesting in order to
maintain a high quality of the beans. The project will also need knapsacks as inputs to spray the
neembicide.
The participants were guided into a self-assessment (summary of the results are shown in figure 2
and table 1 below) of their current situation and how they hope to improve after the project (see
attachment for details).
Figure 2: Summary of results for the individual self- assessment of the social economic status for members of empowered voices
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Table 1: Scores for each category of need
Category of
need

School

Score

Health

14

13

Food

Clothes

12

Land

10

Housing

6

11

Business Transport

10

1

3.4
Community profiling and needs assessment
After the individual self-assessment, a brief analysis of the overall community was done to establish
the social-economic status of the area. This is paramount in determining the success of the project
since the living conditions of the people in the community and the nature of services they are able to
access do have an impact on their general livelihood. Below (table 2) is the summarized analysis of
the current situation and the desired future conditions.
Table 2:
1
A summary of the community social-economic analysis of the Empowered Voices area of operation – Nalutuntu Sub County, Mubende District.

Item
no.

Current situation of the area

Desired future condition
of the area

Comments

1.

Low water supply

Acquire at least four
more boreholes in the
area.

This is a much needed but costly project. External
funds would be welcome and local advocacy and
lobbying could also be an option in the long run.

One bore at a radius of 2-3km
supplies over 500 households
each with eight (08) people on
average! The Sub county has only
eight boreholes which are very
few compared to the population
served.
2.

No health facility and services;
no ante-natal services.

Acquire at least one more
health facility with antenatal services.

This is a much needed but costly project. External
funds would be welcome and local advocacy and
lobbying could also be an option in the long run.

3.

No Extension services

Acquire
community
development, extension
services in agriculture.

The Publicity Secretary, who is also a
political/elected councillor can help to lead in
advocacy. Members could participate in the Sub
County planning meetings Official submissions
may also be made to request to service delivery
at least once in a while. Otherwise, the initiative
still needs a lot of support in several community
development aspects such as leadership skills and
group
dynamics,
conflict
resolution,
Establishment and management of Income
Generating Activities (IGAs), Establishment and
Management of Saving & Credit Schemes or VLSA

The
Government
Extension
Officers are not facilitated to
reach out to such communities
far from the district and Sub
county headquarters. Farmers
have to mobilize their transport
and daily allowances to come to
them and offer such services.
They are few and not easily
accessible. The only NAADS
1

Note that these are not in order of priority.
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project that they had benefited
from, they received seed but
very late into the season and
they dried out. This has
discouraged the community from
engaging
in
government
programs
out
of
such
disappointments.
4.

Jigger- infestation

August 8, 2013

– Village Loan & Saving Associations, Improved
Agricultural Practices, Environment management
and energy and water conservation, Marketing,
Food processing and value addition, HIV/AIDS
awareness, etc. These may require external
support on a long-term basis.

A jigger-free community.
It was established that
Lene & Kaley have
intervened once on this
problem
when
they
initiated a community
health outreach activity
with the local health
officials to treat and
sensitized
the
communities.

There need for more such ventures and they
should cover a wider area. There’s need to
engage the local leadership such as the area
councillors, chairmen at district and sub county
level and Members of Parliament for possible
fund raising and better service delivery or
inclusive planning. Other national or international
agencies or banks can be engaged for social
responsibility.

5.

No access to market for
agricultural produce. In addition
to the bean project, the
community has fruits such as
jackfruit,
avocado,mangoes,
apple bananas but the middle
men who come to the village
offer them very low prices, for
instance, a jackfruit goes for only
UGSHS500, 3 pieces of avocado
for UGSHS200, 10 mangoes at
UGSHS50= only!

Acquire
linkages
to
sustainable
and
fair
markets for agricultural
produce.

There is need to build the capacity of Empowered
voices, train them in value addition, processing
skills and facilities and support them to establish
market linkages.

6.

Poor education services

Acquire a vocational
training centre for skills
development among the
youth.

This is also another big but needed service. For
the start, local artisans can be used to offer onjob training for some youth in skills like bricklaying, Carpentry and Joinery, tailoring,
hairdressing, etc. Otherwise, with funding, youth
could be sponsored in other Vocational centers
outside the area for the start.

After the community profiling and assessment, the majority of the members returned to their homes and
attend to other personal and social responsibilities. The Visiting Consultant/Advisor was guided by Ms Peninah
and a few other members to visit the bee project. During the ride through the community, it was observed
that the soils are generally fertile but at risk of erosion and exhaustion since there are no soil conservation
measures, fatigue due to no crop rotation.

3.5
Other development ideas
In addition to the projects already mentioned, Empowered voices is a young initiative with much
potential to steer development in the area. Other projects as listed below can be ventured into.
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However, there is need to have a strategic plan, say for a period of five to ten years to give the
organization a sense of direction and focus. These are as follows (Table 3):

Table 3: Other proposed projects
1.

Establishing a PGS – Participatory Guarantee System of organic farmers for local group marketing of
their produce for daily or weekly income generation.

2.

Train and setting up a VSLA – Village Saving and Loan Association to further foster development.

3.

Venture into animal rearing by starting with what they already have but train members in improved
rearing methods for profit and providing manure to the “tired soils”

4.

Train members in value addition, processing of specific selected products, packaging for longer
product shelf-life and higher profits.

5. Tree planting and use of energy saving stoves made from locally available resources to conserve the
environment.

These coupled with community development training options already mentioned in the assessment
will enable members get focused, discover that they can get themselves out of poverty, spread the
risks say of [rain-based] farming, become food secure, acquire markets, save, take loans to develop
themselves and be able to pay back and get empowered to demand for better service delivery in
their area. It is also advisable that for some activities, Empowered Voices should network with other
development initiatives for capacity building, visibility, attracting funding and for advocacy.
3.6
A visit to the bee project
The next activity was a visit to the bee-keeping project. It is led by one Ssalongo, whose wife
Nnalongo is a member of the Empowered voices. He has skills in weaving local hives and
handling/rearing bees. He is willing to support the women, work with them to expand the project if
supported. He currently has around six hives, each with harvesting capacity of up to 15liters or about
10kilos of raw honey. He is very knowledgeable in bee keeping principles and other sustainable
agriculture practices. He is an asset to the group. If this is a project to be support, there is need for a
memorandum of understanding between him and empowered voices with clear terms of reference
to cater for the interests of both parties and to avoid future conflicts. They need harvesting gear and
support in packaging materials and market linkages.

Photo 5 showing the bee project
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3.7
Way forward
After reading through this report and sharing with the members, there need to decide on the way
forward. The report presented a number of suggestions, however, they cannot be handled at a go.
So the following recommendations (see table 4 below) can be followed:
Table 4: Recommendations on the way forward
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Support the women on the bean project to access neembicide at the Bukoola Shop. Advise them to
add manure where possible at planting. This could be done through telephone correspondences.
Lene and Kaley should release the required funds to facilitate the purchase of bean seed, Neembicide,
Knapsack sprayers and Tarpaulines.
Facilitate a field trip during the season to monitor progress of the project, plan for the storage
facilities, post-harvest handling and market, and advice accordingly.
Facilitate the process of market linkages to acquire a good price for the farmers.
Start discussions on working on the strategic plan for long-term planning/funding.
Select some of the proposed individual projects which can be worked on in the mean time.

4.0
Conclusion
The preliminary visit was successfully conducted with a positive response and reception by members
of the Empowered voices. It is hoped that with such contributed collaborations by all stakeholders
involved, success will be registered with gradual community transformation to better livelihoods.
5.0
Attachments
1. List of participants
2. Photo gallery
3. Individual assessment by each participant on the bean project of the current and future.
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